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Program Contacts

Dr. Daisy Morales
Director, Leadership Development
dmorales@acoe.org
510.670.4509

•

Program oversight

•

Hiring of coaches

•

Candidate acceptance and
recommendations

•

Candidate forms - enrollment

•

Coach certification

•

Coach and Candidate professional
development

Leilani Herbert
Administrative Assistant
lherbert@acoel.org
510.670.4168 phone
510.670.3168 fax
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Mission, Vision, Goals

MISSION
Provide, promote and support high-quality leadership
in the service of our children.

VISION
Through research based coaching practices
the ACOE Clear Administrative Credential Program (CACP) will create a
consistent and coherent model of leadership in Alameda County.

GOALS
●
●
●

Provide equity for all students through the leadership
development of administrators
Promote and sustainable instructional and leadership
practices
Support and accelerate high-quality leadership
process
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Program Overview and Rationale
The Alameda County Office of Education is a learning organization. We strive to
create a culture that encourages and supports continuous learning, critical
thinking, and risk-taking. In this spirit, transformative learning theory, which
focuses uniquely on adult learning through task-oriented, situational solving of
problems and determining the cause and effect relationships, aligns with ACOE’s
vision. It also includes reflections as a means of understanding and developing
meaning structures (Mezirow, 1991) which is an important component of the
program. Through the CACP, candidates earn their clear administrative
credential through a job-embedded process which research shows makes for the
best learning (Davis and Darling-Hammond, 2012). The leadership programs are
embedded and aligned with the work of local schools/districts/ because we
believe these relationships form effective practical training (Davis and DarlingHammond, 2012).
The ACOE Clear Induction Program offers a California Commission on Teacher
Credentialing approved path to the Clear Credential. Candidates completing the
2-year induction program will be eligible to receive their Clear Administrative
Services Credential.
•
•

•

The training program is built and customized to each candidate’s work
context and responsibilities.
Candidates examine data to reflect and determine next steps in their
progress as an essential process with their team that includes the coach
and the candidate’s supervisor.
The process includes reflecting and focusing on best practices (Kouzes,
and Posner, 2012).

The two-year Clear Administrative Credential Program (CACP) includes three
professional learning components required for administrator induction programs:
professional development, research based-coaching, and self-assessments.
These three components are organized into an Individual Learning Plan (ILP).
The CACP components and outcomes are job embedded and not just another
thing to do.
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In the first year, candidates are actively involved in deepening understanding and
applying CPSELs to current job responsibilities.
• The coach provides one-on-one support in developing the candidate’s
Individualized Learning Plan (ILP)
• The learning goal uses the SMART-ER approach
• There is an initial self-assessment and end-of-year one benchmark
In the second year, the candidates evaluate their ILP with their coach to evaluate and
revise as needed (-ER part of the goal).
• The coach continues to provided one-on-one support to assist the
candidate in meeting their goal.
• A final self-assessment is completed at the end of year two to measure
growth throughout the entire program.
In order to be eligible to enter an CACP, candidates must:
1. possess a valid California Preliminary Administrative Services Credential (Ed Code
section 44270.1(1)
2. have verification of an offer of employment in a full or part-time administrative
position in an employing agency as defined by Title 5 of the California Code of
Regulations section 80054 (g) (1).
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Program Components
California Professional Standards for Education Leaders (CPSEL)
The California Commission on Teacher Credentialing (CCTC) sets program standards
for all approved Administrative Services Clear Induction Programs. The CCTC program
standards require Clear Administrative Service Credential candidates to demonstrate
competency in each of the six California Professional Standards for Education Leaders
(CPSEL). WestEd’s Descriptions of Practice (DOP) (2015), “Moving Leadership
Standards INTO EVERYDAY WORK” is the manual that candidate and coaches will use
together to address expectations for effective practice.

Each standard includes elements and samples indicators of practice. It contains a
continuum of growth that matches the levels candidates will use to self-assess. A
complete list of the standards, elements and indicators is found in Appendix A. The six
CPSEL are:
California Professional Standards for Education Leaders
• Standard 1: Development of a Shared Vision
• Standard 2: Instructional Leadership
• Standard 3: Management and Learning Environment
• Standard 4: Family and Community Engagement
• Standard 5: Ethics and Integrity
• Standard 6: External Context and Policy
The ACOE CACP is founded in these CPSELs and uses them as an assessment of
competence.
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Coaching
Coaching is the cornerstone element in the CACP program. It allows for personal,
confidential work between the candidate and coach. Candidates meet one-on-one with
their coaches, approximately every two weeks for two to three hours at the school
site/district. The coaching meetings are documented through the coaching log that the
coach writes in collaboration with the candidate. The time spent face-to-face allows for a
structure to enable a high level of trust to be built in the relationship.
ACOE uses a researched-base model (see page 12). The model includes regular
professional development for the coaches to keep the up-to-date on educational trends
and changes.
All the leadership coaches are former site administrators, certified, and informed about
current research, trends, and policy issues. The matching of candidates and coaches is
purposeful and intentional to ensure that the candidate receives targeted coaching. The
coaches are committed to supporting the candidate’s leadership development for longterm success. The focus of the coaching times is on the developing leadership
competency around the CPSELs rather than on completing the hours.
Professional Development
Clear Credential candidates must complete twenty hours of professional development
for each of the two years in the Clear Administrative Credential Program (CACP). The
professional development component consists of high-quality professional learning
opportunities and choices. These professional development choices are guided by the
candidate’s unique work setting, the organization’s goals, individualized goals and the
California Professional Standards for Education Leaders (CPSEL) program outcome
attainment. Professional development options are flexible and are determined by needs
of each candidate. ACOE offers various seminars on current topics and the candidates
picks two of the four to attend. The rest of the hours will be determined by the candidate
in conversation with the coach and in alignment with their ILP.
Assessments
Candidates are given the opportunity to establish a baseline with regards to their
leadership competence as it relates to the CPSELs. The program incorporates initial,
benchmark, and summative assessments into the program design providing
opportunities for the candidate to demonstrate competencies in all areas of the CPSELs.
The initial assessment data is used to identify areas of strength and growth for the
attainment of the clear credential. In collaboration with their coaches, the candidate
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incorporates the data into their ILP, hence establishing a direct link from the assessment
to the learning plan. The data is reassessed at the end of year one with the benchmark
assessment, in order to evaluate and revise the plan as needed. A final summative
assessment is given at the end of the program, year two.
To assist candidates in demonstrating growth over time, they will use a 1-4 scale to selfassess their competencies on the CPSELs. The goal is for an overall average score of
three (3) to demonstrate proficiency in each of the CPSELs. This scale is the one use
WestEd’s Descriptions of Practice continuum.
•
•
•
•

Level 1: practice that is directed toward the standard
Level 2: practice that approaches the standard
Level 3: practice that meets the standard
Level 4: practice that exemplifies the standard

The coach assists and supports the candidate in increasing their proficiencies with the
CPSELs.

Program Completion and Demonstration of
Competency
Program Completion
Candidates must demonstrate competency in each of the six California Professional
Standards for Education Leaders (CPSEL). Candidates will engage in all standard
elements; however, they must select at least one element from each standard to
document competency for program completion. The evidence must be job-embedded,
linked to their ILP, and must clearly indicate the candidate’s direct involvement or
authorship. Evidence may be in the form of PowerPoint presentations, videos, meeting
agendas, authored policy, professional readings and reflections, artifacts from
interventions or initiatives, and data used to justify initiatives. All documents and
evidence of the program progress is collected and stored in a digital portfolio.
Digital Portfolio

The assessments, along with all other documentations, are kept by the coach and
candidate in a digital portfolio on Canvas LMS. Candidates include their reflection on
each standard, describing what each standard means (in their own voice) and how
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the standard will be applied, while noting and documenting examples as evidence.
Candidates upload artifacts as evidence of their roles in action steps toward meeting
the goals and reaching proficiency for each standard. While candidates received
ongoing feedback from their coach on their documents throughout the two-year
program, at the end of the candidate’s second year two, the digital portfolio will be
assessed by the Director of Leadership Development. The candidate program
portfolio is shared at the end of the program during an exit presentation or interview. If a
candidate fails to meet all standards she/he is provided additional time, direction,
and support to address any growth areas. More information about program
completion, portfolio requirements, and recommendation for a Clear Administrative
Services Credential can be found on page 27.
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To purchase book

The Coaching Model
Evoking Greatness by Megan and Bob Tscheannen-Moran
Evocative coaching develops growth-fostering relationships that challenge and support people
along the journey of professional growth. It connects leaders to the best of what is and moves
them to the best of what might be. Coaches assist educational leaders in clarifying and defining
their own paths of development in order to build capacity in them.
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Loop I: The No-Fault Turn

Loop II: The Strengths-Building Loop

Step 1: Story Listening
1. Establishing Rapport
2. Celebrating Progress
3. Exploring Stories
4. Attentive Listening
Step 2: Expressing Empathy
5. Offering Empathy Reflections
The Learning Brief
6. Clarifying the Focus

Step 3:
7.
8.
9.
10.
Step 4:
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Appreciative Inquiry
Discovering Strengths
Exploring Opportunities
Framing Aspirations
Identifying Resources
Design Thinking
Brainstorming Ideas
Designing a SMARTER Experiment
Confirming Commitment
Rolling with Resistance
Exploring Systematic Change
Session Feedback

To evoke means that we do something with someone that unleashes or calls forth his or her full
potential in transformational shifts rather than incremental improvement. It is a person-centered,
no-fault, strength-based coaching model.
Evocative coaching works because it combines the principles of adult learning theory and positive
psychology by supporting self-directed learning and fostering positive action through
relationships.
Evocative coaching is calling forth motivation and movement in people through conversation and
a way of being so they achieve desired outcomes and enhance their quality of life highlights two
dimensions of how coaching supports growth: what coaches do (having conversations) and who
coaches are (a way of being with people).
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CACP Phases
The various aspects of the program are divided into three phases. The majority of the
work occurs during phases two (repeated for the two years)::
Phase 1: Admission Requirements
Submission of application materials by eligible participants are to include:
❑ Completed application
❑ Questionnaire completed by the candidate on the context of school, district, or
county office (depending on location of administrative position)
❑ Proof of Preliminary Administrative Services Credential
❑ Verification of Administrative Employment
❑ Professional resume including, but not limited to: education, work history,
leadership experience, honors and awards, and parent/community involvement
❑ Personal reflection: applicant is asked to reflect on his/her strengths and areas of
need as an administrator within the context of the workplace. The intent of this
reflection is to give the candidate the opportunity to share his/her perceptions, for
the program to gain information to use when individualizing the CASC Program,
and for the Program Director to use in matching the coach to the candidate.
Phase 2: Program Expectations (work completed in two years)
The candidate’s performance expectations will be assessed through multiple measures
including the following:
❑ Self-assessments (initial, benchmark, and final) with input from the coach to
measure proficiency growth on the CPSEL
❑ An examination of the candidate’s success in reaching goals on the ILP,
assessed by the coach and using data, artifacts, and reflections
❑ Leadership Learning Goal – written SMARTER
❑ Participation in the coaching process (coaches’ logs are used to verify coaching
sessions)
❑ Formal and informal individualized comments and feedback from coach
❑ Record of artifacts, evidence, and documents providing examples of candidate’s
efforts and accomplishments
❑ Completion of 20-30 hours of professional development annually using
verification of attendance documents
❑ Self-assessment in written reflections
❑ Creation and review of digital portfolio
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Phase 3: Program Monitoring and Completion Phases (end of year one, end of
program)
The identified steps for candidates to receive certification upon completion of the
program are as follows:
❑ Increased proficiency on the CPSEL, an average of three on each of them
❑ Successful completion of the ILP
❑ Participation in the coaching process (coaches’ logs are used to verify coaching
sessions)
❑ Completion of required professional development hours
❑ Digital portfolio contains all required documents (complete list of requirements on
page 27) and evidence for successful completion of the CACP (the coach
monitors progress on the digital portfolio on a regular basis during the two-year
period)
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Phase One: Admission Requirements
Step 1: Program Application
Candidates must completely fill out the program application. This will contain all the
information that ACOE needs to determine eligibility into the program. The candidate
should have the following information available while filling in the application:
❑ Personal contact information
❑ Educational experience
❑ Professional experience
❑ Document number of the preliminary credential, along with a screenshot or
printout from CCTC or certificate of eligibility number
❑ Employment information

Step 2: Enrollment forms
Verification form
CCTC requires that candidates be in an administrative position for two years in order to
be recommended for clearing the credential. The Verification of Two-Year of
Administrative Employment form (see Appendix N) must be printed on district letter head
or similar information included in a letter signed by the Assistant Superintendent of
Human Resources or a designee.
Financial Obligation Forms
❑ Candidate Commitment form: Through this form, the candidate acknowledges

responsibility for participation in the program, including the cost. Candidates
indicate how the program will be paid. If an employer will take on partial or full
obligations, the form must indicate the name and contact information of the
person responsible, as well as a signature of the authorized representative. A
purchase order number must be received by ACOE prior to final enrollment.
❑ Payment options and schedule: The candidate reviews the payment options

and schedule and determines how the program will be paid.
❑ Credit card form: The credit card form can be filled out to delineate automatic

payments on the credit card (based on the selected payment schedule).
There is a $500 non-refundable deposit (applied to the full program cost) to process the
forms. Without this deposit, a coach will not be assigned.
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Step 3: Review of documents
The program director will review all documents submitted to ensure that the candidate
qualifies for participation in the program.
During this process a coach is matched to the candidate based on position, population,
setting, proximity, or other criteria. Once approved, a welcome letter is sent to the
candidate with the requirements for Phase Two of the program.

Step 4: Coaching begins
Within 30 days of receiving the welcome letter, coaching will begin. The candidate will
receive from ACOE an brief email with the contact information for their assigned coach.
Coaches and candidate may request a reassignment if the coaching match is not a good
fit. The coach and candidate should first try to resolve any conflicting issues between
themselves, however, the candidate or coach may contact the program director, in
writing, at any time to request a change. The written request should include the reason
why the request is being made, this will allow possible similar conflicts in the
reassignment.
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Phase Two: Program Expectations
As mentioned previously, the CACP is a two-year induction, job-embedded program
founded on the CPSELs that focuses on three overlapping components: professional
learning, researched-based coaching, and self-assessments. All of the components are
brought together and developed in the candidate’s Individualized Leadership Plan (ILP).
The ILP is developed collaboratively by the candidate and leadership coach after
gathering baseline data that is used to inform the trajectory of the professional growth
and aligned to the site/district/department vision.

The plan is a living document that is revisited to check on progress and revisions are
made as needed throughout the program. The ILP is used, in conjunction with other
requirements, to recommend the candidate for a Clear Administrative Services
Credential.
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Program Steps

Step 1: Agreement, background, and work context
At the first meeting (within 30 days), the leadership coach and candidate review and sign
the Candidate / Coach Agreement (see appendix B) in order to establish the parameters
of the coaching experience. The coach facilitates a discussion with the candidate to
review his/her educational background, experiences, skills, expertise, and other
information to begin to inform the creation of the learning plan. This information is
documented in the Background and Work Context form (see appendix C).
The Background and Work Context has two parts:
1. Candidate’s professional experience prior to entering the program, including
strengthens and areas of growth.
2. Specific data as it relates to the current position, including vision of the
organization and currently working goals. This will assist in the writing of the
LLG.
The job-embedded component of the program requires a partnership and collaboration
with the candidate’s employer. This requires that the coach, candidate, and supervisor
meet within the first 30 days of the program, but after the background and work context
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meeting. During this meeting, the coach will introduce himself/herself, provide the
supervisor with a biography of their experience, and share any pertinent information
about the CACP.
The coach asks the supervisor to provide information about the organization’s priorities
and focus, as well as expected outcomes for the candidate. This conversation is
documented in the Supervisor’s Input Meeting form (see appendix D). This form should
be provided to the supervisor in advance of the meeting. This relationship and
connection should be fluid and open but formal meeting should be held at least twice
within the two-years, with one being at the completion of the program.

Step 2: Self-Assessments
The Clear Administrative Credential Program (CACP) candidate participates in various
self-assessment with the sole purpose of supporting and guiding the Leadership
Learning Goal that is the heart of the ILP. The assessments are meant to measure a
candidate’s competence and takes into consideration the highly variable nature of
administrative responsibilities. Our assessment tools are both quantitative and
qualitative and use both traditional paper-and-pencil instruments as well as alternative
forms of assessment.
As showing in the figure below, there are four stages of self-assessments in the CACP.
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CPSEL Self-Assessment and Reflections
A critical part of the assessments is use of the manual written by WestEd (2015):
Descriptions of Practice (DOP), Moving Leadership Standards INTO EVERYDAY
WORK. The continuum in that manual provides a robust rubric through which
candidates can demonstrate progress on the CPSELs. It also provides a focal point for
the conversations between candidates and leadership coaches and for the writing of the
Leadership Learning Goal.
To demonstrate growth over time, candidates will use a 1-4 scale to self-assess their
competencies on the CPSELs. The goal is for an overall average score of three (3) to
demonstrate proficiency in each of the CPSELs (see appendix E)
•
•
•
•

Level 1: practice that is directed toward the standard
Level 2: practice that approaches the standard
Level 3: practice that meets the standard
Level 4: practice that exemplifies the standard

As candidates and coaches review the data from this assessment, they are able to
identify areas of strength to build on and areas of potential growth to further develop.
This will also help to confirm or identify gaps in stated practices versus observed
practices.
During the two-year program the candidate will do this self-assessment three times:
• Initial Assessment (within 90 days of program commencement) - used to form a
baseline profile of the new administrator
• Benchmark Assessment (at the end of year one) - allows the candidate and
leadership coach to track progress toward completion and identify additional
support that might be needed. The ILP can be revised as part of this benchmark
assessment.
• Final/Summative Assessment (end of program) - verifies that the candidate has
demonstrated competency for a clear credential recommendation
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Formative Assessments – coaching experience logs, professional learning
reflections
Formative assessments support and inform candidates about their professional
performance and growth as they reflect and improve upon their practice as part of a
cycle of inquiry and continuous improvement. This process engages the candidate in
gathering evidence about their own leadership practice, promotes reflection, documents
learning and leadership impact, and identifies next steps in pursuit of the goal.
There are two main formative assessment tools:
• Coaching experience logs (see appendix F) – these are completed by the
leadership coach in collaboration with the candidate to document the coaching
conversations, discuss successes and challenges, and determine next steps for
future meeting, as well as document what CPSELs were addressed as part of the
conversation. A minimum of two per year will need to be included in the digital
portfolio.
• Professional learning reflections – these are completed by the candidate after
attending professional development opportunities. It is a tool through which
candidate can reflect and document new learning, alignment to the CPSELs, and
next steps. A minimum of two per year will need to be included in the digital
portfolio.
Overview of Assessments
Category
Formative
Formative
Year
1

Year
2

Assessment
Initial - CPSEL selfassessments
Coaching Summary

Formative

Professional reflection
logs

Formative
and
Summative

Benchmark – CPSEL
self-assessments

Formative

Coaching Summary

Formative

Professional reflection
logs

Summative

Final – CPSEL selfassessments

Timing
Within 90 days of starting
the program
Completed during every
coaching session
Completed every time
candidates completes
professional learning
At the end of the first year
before beginning of year 2
Completed during every
coaching session
Completed every time
candidates completes
professional learning
At the completion of the
program

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Responsible
Candidate completes it and
discuss/shares with coach
Coach completes and reviews
with candidate
Candidate completes and
shares with coach
Candidate completes it and
discuss/shares with coach to
measure progress
Reviewed by CACP director
Coach completes and reviews
with candidate
Candidate completes and
shares with coach
Candidate completes and
shares with coach to analyze
end of program
Reviewed by CACP director
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Step 3: Leadership Learning Goal (LLG)
The CPSEL initial self-assessment is directly tied to the Leadership Learning Goal (LLG)
(see appendix G). Collaboratively, the candidate and coach analyze the selfassessment and determine areas to focus on. It can represent an area of potential
growth and/or and area aligned to the priorities of the site/district/department. Goals and
professional learnings are set and are mutually agreed upon. The goals should be
reviewed with input from coaching experiences and learning reflections. After the midprogram benchmark, it is expected that the candidate and leadership coach evaluate
and refine the goals as needed to adequately demonstrate progress. Throughout the
year the candidate is collecting evidence that demonstrates growth toward the goals.
Goal Setting
Using the CPSELs self-assessment and other data sources from school, district or
program priorities; student or climate data; or feedback from colleagues and supervisors,
the candidate and coach set a goal(s). The LLG should have clear and measurable
outcomes and be achievable to provide opportunities for a candidate to demonstrate
growth and attainment of CPSEL skills, knowledge and dispositions. Candidates are
encouraged to focus on Appreciative Inquiry design concepts of valuing the best of what
is, envisioning what might be, dialoguing about what should be and innovating what will
be. What one focuses on becomes reality (Whitney, D. & Trosten-Bloom, 2010).
It is an expectation that the candidates use the SMARTER goal criteria to develop his or
her (LLG). The criteria for a SMARTER goal are outlined below:
❑ Specific – a specific area aligned to CSPELs

o

Questions to consider for specific:

What do you want to accomplish? Who needs to be included?
When do you want to do this? Why is this a goal?
❑ Measurable - quantifiable or have an indicator for progress
o Questions to consider for measurable:
§ How can you measure progress and know if you’ve
§

successfully met your goals?
❑ Achievable - specify who will be doing the work

o

Questions to consider for achievable:
§

Do you have the skills required to achieve the goals? If not, can
you obtain them? What is the motivation for this goal? Is the
amount of effort required on par with what the goal will achieve?
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❑ Realistic and Relevant - state what results can realistically be achieved, given

available resources
o Questions to consider for realistic and relevant:
§ Why am I setting this goal now? Is it aligned with overall
school/department objectives?
❑ Timely / Time-bound - specify when the results can be achieved, include a date if
possible
o Questions to consider for timely:
§ What’s the deadline and is realistic?
❑ Evaluate – after the benchmark at the end of year one, analysis progress during
implementation of the goal
❑ Refine - modify goal based on analysis, add/delete actions based on evaluation

As you write your initial goal, be sure you can answer the questions under each of the
S-M-A-R-T components. If you can’t, go back and re-write those parts of your goal.

Anatomy of SMARTER goals with examples
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Goal Components
A Leadership Learning Goal (LLG) can focus directly
on a school, district or program effort, or on a specific
leadership practice or competency. Regardless of the
goal focus, the candidate and coach will need to
consider:
Candidates and coaches are encouraged to use the
Planning Template for Leadership Learning Goal (see
appendix H). The template will facilitate the writing of
the LLG.
At the end of the two-year program, the candidate
must:
1. Review each standard and select two
elements to address in their exit presentation
or interview.
2. Support each goal with evidence or artifacts

Step 4: Professional Learning
The program provides professional development offerings addressing the needs
common to all beginning educational administrators as well as provides differentiated
learning opportunities. As the goals are created, the professional learning component
supports the achievement of the goal by providing a venue for learning around not only
the goals but also the CPSELs, standard 5. The professional learning choices should be
mutually agreed upon by the candidate and the leadership coach. The choice should
also provide opportunities for candidates to develop professional networks that share
best practices and challenges and garner collegial support.
Guidelines for Selecting Professional Development
The guidelines for professional learning are, it must be:
§ grounded in the CPSELs
§ aligned and documented in the ILP
§ collaboratively determined by candidate and leadership coach
It may also:
§ provide differentiated learning opportunities
§ individualized for the candidate needs
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Adult learning tells us that the process by which adults gain knowledge and expertise is
best when they participate in activities from six key principles: 1) a need to know
something, 2) self-directed learning, 3) prior experience of the learner is accounted for,
4) readiness to learn, 5) learning and problem solving working together, and 6)
motivation to learn (CTC, 2014). For this reason, choice is critical and below is a limited
list of possible choices.
Professional Learning Opportunities and Choices
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Reflection on current practice
Research-based instructional best practices
Modeling, problem-based practice
Planning and adaptation to current leadership responsibilities
Attendance at trainings, workshops, webinars, employer professional
development, seminars or conferences
Visitations to schools, districts or programs
Participation in a book study group
Enrollment in graduate courses
Job shadowing of another administrator
Participation and review of online webinars
Participation in or development of a Personal Learning Network (PLN)
Sessions provided by ACOE on research-based leadership development

Professional Learning Reflection and Log
To document and provide evidence of professional learning, candidates complete a
Professional Development Reflection (see appendix I) for each professional learning
activity they participate in that is aligned to their LLG or job responsibilities to document
the application of the new learning. Professional development reflections span over the
two years of the CACP and should reflect a minimum of 20 hours per year (40 hours
over two years). Two reflections per year are required for the digital portfolio.
Like coaching, professional learning hours must be logged and tracked and this is the
responsibility of the candidate. The professional learning log is a Google doc that must
be completed as the activities are completed. The Google doc date stamps the activity
so they must be entered within days of the activity. A minimum of twenty hours must be
logged in the first year and twenty in the second year. A screenshot of the hours logged
needs to be included in the digital portfolio
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Phase Three: Program Monitoring
and Completion
Throughout the two-year program, the leadership coach and local program coordinator
work closely with candidates to monitor attainment of the required number of
professional learning and coaching hours as well as progress toward mastery of CPSEL
elements. Formative assessments include the planning, implementation and assessment
of Leadership Learning Goal(s), Collaborative Summary reflections and feedback on
candidates’ CPSEL Self-Assessment and Reflections.

End of Year One - Digital Portfolio – midpoint review
In an effort to provide evidence of growth, at the end of year one, the candidates submit
an End of Year 1 Digital Portfolio. Below are the requirements. They are also
included the Midpoint Review – End of Year 1 form that must be competed (see
appendix J):
Phase One:
❑ Coaching Agreement
❑ Background and Work Context
❑ Supervisor’s Input Meeting
Phase Two:
❑ Coaching Experience Logs (at least two)
❑ Verification of coaching hours (minimum 40 hours)
❑ CPSEL self-assessment – initial and benchmark
❑ LLG with end of year 1 reflection
❑ Professional Learning Reflection (at least two)
❑ Professional Learning Log (minimum 20 hours)
Phase Three:
❑ End of year one digital portfolio – with leadership coach reflection on candidate’s
progress, requires signature from candidate, leadership coach, and program
coordinator
❑ End of year one survey
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End of Year Two - Digital Portfolio – program completion
The summative assessment for program completion and credential recommendation is a
review of the observed and documented ILP progress and evidence of CPSEL
competency. The candidate must complete the form Program Completion – End of Year
2 (see appendix K). It is collaboratively assembled by the candidate and leadership
coach, and includes the candidate’s reflection on the induction experience and
leadership practice. Candidate assessments, self-reflections and documentation of
required coaching and professional development hours are kept in the candidate’s digital
portfolio. In addition, the candidate must include, on letterhead from his or her employer,
a letter verifying successful completion of two years in a full-time administrative position.
Upon completion of the portfolio, candidates participate in an exit presentation or
interview to review the portfolio with his or her leadership coach and local program
coordinator. The final recommendation is given by the program director to CCTC.

Letter of Verification of Two Years as a Successful Administrator
Another required component for program completion and credential recommendation is
a letter verifying two years of successful experience in a full-time administrative position.
This letter must be on district letterhead from the candidate’s employer and it must be
signed by either the superintendent, assistant superintendent, or the director of human
resources.

Candidate Portfolio
The portfolio is designed to have a candidate present his or her leadership experiences
and to reflect in a manner that represents his/her thinking and professional learning. A
completed portfolio is required for each candidate and is used to verify CPSEL growth
and competency. It is also used to validate that candidates have completed all required
program components for the Clear Administrative Services Credential recommendation.
The lists below detail all the required documents from each phase that must be included
in the candidate’s digital portfolio. All documents must be in the portfolio to be
considered for review. The Digital Portfolio rubric will be use by both the leadership
coach and program director to determine the meeting of program standards for the
portfolio. The final determination and recommendations are made by the program
director.
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Digital Portfolio documents required from each phase:
Phase One:
❑ Coaching Agreement
❑ Background and Work Context
❑ Supervisor’s Input Meeting
Phase Two:
❑ Coaching Experience Logs (at least four)
❑ Verification of coaching hours (minimum 80 hours)
❑ CPSEL self-assessment – initial, benchmark, and final
❑ LLG with end of year 1 reflection
❑ Professional Learning Reflection (at least four)
❑ Professional Learning Log (minimum 40 hours)
Phase Three:
❑ End of program survey
❑ Verification of program completion form
o Portfolio content (from phases one and two)
o Verification of employment letter (also added to the digital portfolio)
o Selection of CPSEL elements to which artifacts are included
o Exit reflection questions
o Signatures of candidate, leadership coach, and program coordinator
❑ Candidate CCTC Information Form (hard copy handed in at the time of exit
presentation)
Digital Portfolio Review
The candidate’s digital portfolio will be reviewed for accuracy and completion first by the
coach and second by the program director. The Digital Portfolio rubric will be used by
both. The goal is to ensure that the candidate has produce work that is proficient if not
exemplary as per the rubric criteria.

Exit Presentation or Interview
After the in-depth work completed by the candidate over the course of two years, where
he/she spent time reflecting and learning, the exit presentation or interview is the
opportunity for candidates to show case and celebrate their successes. It is also a time
to demonstrate their growth and competencies in the CPSELs.
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Using the Program Completion Verification form the candidate will address the following
areas to validate his/her learning in the program and certify that all requirements have
been met:

•

Identify one element from each of the six CPSELs to 1) demonstrate
competency, 2) provide evidence (including location in the portfolio)

•

Identify two elements to highlight (from the six described above) for the exit
presentation or interview to describe growth and impact as a leader and what
future steps will be taken to continue growing.

After reviewing the digital portfolio, listening to presentation or interview, and reading the
Program Completion Verification form, the program director makes the final
determination and recommendation to CCTC.

CCTC Information Sheet
In order to completely process the recommendation for the Clear Credential, the
candidate must complete the CCTC Information Form (see appendix M). All the
information on the form is needed for that purpose. This form is to be presented in
person to the program director during the exit presentation or interview. As a reminder,
candidates must possess a valid Preliminary Service Credential prior to the
recommendation by ACOE.

End of Program Survey
In order to continue being a learning organization, we ask that candidates and
leadership coaches provide ACOE with feedback. The program survey is used to
provide ACOE with insights on needed enhancements. Verification of survey completion
is included in the candidate’s digital portfolio with a screenshot of the end of the survey
page showing completion.
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Appendices
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Appendix A: California Professional Standards for Educational
Leaders (CPSELs)
STANDARD 1

STANDARD 4

DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION
OF A SHARED VISION: Education leaders
facilitate the development and implementation of a
shared vision of learning and growth of all
students.

FAMILY AND COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT: Education leaders collaborate
with families and other stakeholders to address
diverse student and community interests and
mobilize community resources.

Element 1A: Student–Centered Vision
Element 1B: Developing Shared Vision
Element 1C: Vision Planning and
Implementation

Element 4A: Parent and Family Engagement
Element 4B: Community Partnerships
Element 4C: Community Resources and Services

STANDARD 2

STANDARD 5:

INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP: Education
leaders shape a collaborative culture of teaching
and learning informed by professional standards
and focused on student and professional growth.

ETHICS AND INTEGRITY: Education leaders
make decisions, model, and behave in ways that
demonstrate professionalism, ethics, integrity,
justice, and equity and hold staff to the same
standard.

Element 2A: Professional Learning Culture
Element 2B: Curriculum and Instruction
Element 2C: Assessment and Accountability

Element 5A: Reflective Practice
Element 5B: Ethical Decision-Making
Element 5C: Ethical Action

STANDARD 3:

STANDARD 6:

MANAGEMENT AND LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT: Education leaders manage
the organization to cultivate a safe and
productive learning and working environment.

EXTERNAL CONTEXT AND POLICY:
Education leaders influence political, social,
economic, legal and cultural contexts affecting
education to improve education policies and
practices.

Element 3A: Operations and Facilities
Element 3B: Plans and Procedures
Element 3C: Climate
Element 3D: Fiscal and Human Resources
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Appendix B: Candidate / Coach Agreement
Candidate Agrees:

Coach Agrees:

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To take advantage of and be open to the support
offered by the coach;
To be honest and open in the coaching
relationship;
To be accessible and on time for the coaching
sessions;
To participate fully in the coaching sessions,
To arrange for observations of real work situations
agreed upon with coach to would allow for
targeted coaching, including;
Classroom observations of teaching and learning;
Facilitation of staff and/or parent meeting as
appropriate;
Other as determined between coach and candidate.
To keep time commitments and protect the
coaching time;
Maintain confidentiality within and after coaching
sessions;
To fully participate and be responsible in
completing all assignments and activities as
outlined;
To develop, implement and assess meaningful
goals and action plans;
To provide honest feedback to the coach and to the
CACP for continuous improvement; and
To participate in coach facilitated off-site meetings
as mutually agreed upon.
To reflect on the Individual Induction Plan (IIP) coaching, professional development &
assessments

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

To maintain confidentiality of his or her work with the
candidate.
To provide a minimum of 40 hours per year of one-toone, job-embedded support (3-6 hours per month);
To be available via phone and email;
To be accessible and on time for the coaching sessions;
To support the candidate by providing information
and/or linking them to resources as appropriate;
To use the CPSEL as a central guide in leadership
coaching and impact on school improvement and student
learning;
To model a reflective and ethical practitioner who is
open to feedback and engages in a two-way learning
relationship;
To ask questions that encourages the candidate to
examine and reflect on his or her assumptions, actions,
learning and innovative solutions to problems;
To disclose any situation with safety or ethical
implications to the candidate, or district representative (if
legally required);
To monitor and maintain required documentation and
required program hours that lead to candidate
recommendation for Clear Administrative Services
Credential;
To collaborate with candidate on professional
development needs and choices and approve professional
development hours;
To follow up on commitments from the coaching
sessions;
To engage the school, district or program representative
in CACP outcomes and requirements that lead to the
success of the candidate; and
To approve candidate’s professional development
requests, records and hours.

Candidate name: _______________________________

Signature: ___________________________

Coach name: __________________________________

Signature: ___________________________

Date: _______________________
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Appendix C: Background and Work Context
Candidate:

Coach:

Date:

Candidate's prior professional experience, expertise, skills, knowledge and area of growth:

School, District, or Department Data, Priorities, Other information:
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Share this form with supervisor prior to the visit

Appendix D: Supervisor’s Input Meeting
Candidate: :

Coach:

Date: :

Supervisor:

Supervisor will clarify the focus of the work, provide input on area(s) to grow and provide potential resources.

Supervisors Input

Coaches Recording

Share outside
influences on this
school/department:
Share about the inside
culture/climate of this
school/department:

Identified area(s) of
focus

Indicators of progress
and Evidence of
practice

Goals for the year

Recommendations
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Appendix F: Coaching Experiences Log
Candidate:

Coach:

Date:

Describe your most recent accomplishments?
Over the past two weeks, think of your “headline” measure and
what you are most proud of.

What challenges are you currently facing?
Recognize, events, programs, processes, or people where your
thoughts may be incomplete.

What are your next moves?
What are your initial thoughts on moving forward on your
challenges?

How can I support your work?
Let your coach know how she/he can support your progress.

Focus of meeting: (progress on ILP. goals, professional learning, completing of documents)
CPSELs discussed during
the coaching experience:
❑ CPSEL 1
❑ CPSEL 2
❑ CPSEL 3
❑ CPSEL 4
❑ CPSEL 5
❑ CPSEL 6
Next Steps - Candidate:

Next Steps - Coach:

Focus for next meeting:

Next meeting:
(date and time)
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Appendix G: Leadership Learning Goal (LLG)
Candidate:

Original
Date:

Coach:

SMART
Goal:

Actions Steps

Expected
Outcomes

Timeline

Resources

CPSELS

Expected
Outcomes

Timeline

Resources

CPSELs

SMART
Goal:

Actions Steps

❑ Midpoint program review (end of year 1)
❑ End of program review (end of year 2)

Review Date

CPSELs

Reflection, Artifacts, Observations, and Evidence:
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SMART-ER Goals Examples
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Appendix H: Planning Template for LLG
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Appendix I: Professional Learning Reflections
Candidate:

Coach:

Date:

Title of professional learning and brief summary of content:

Reflection on new learning:

Alignment of learning to CPSELs and LLG:

Impact of learning on leadership practices:

Number of learning
hours:
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coach:
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Appendix J: Midpoint Review – End of Year 1
Candidate:

Coach:

Date:

Digital Portfolio Contents: Place documents listed below in the digital portfolio within the Learning Management
System. Please place them in this order.

Phase One:
❑ Coaching Agreement
❑ Background and Work Context
❑ Supervisor’s Input Meeting
Phase Two:
❑ Coaching Experience Logs (at least two)
❑ Verification of coaching hours (minimum 40 hours)
❑ CPSEL self-assessment – initial and benchmark
❑ LLG with end of year 1 reflection
❑ Professional Learning Reflection (at least two)
❑ Professional Learning Log (minimum 20 hours)
Phase Three:
❑ End of year one digital portfolio – with leadership coach reflection on candidate’s progress, requires
signature from candidate, leadership coach, and program coordinator
❑ End of year one survey

Coach’s reflection on candidate progress (CPSEL, LLG, PD, etc.)

_________________________________

__________________________________ _____________

_________________________________

__________________________________ _____________

_________________________________

__________________________________ _____________

Candidate Printed Name

Coach Printed Name

Program Director Printed Name

Candidate Signature

Coach Signature

Program Director Signature
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Appendix K: Program Completion – End of Year 2
Candidate:

Coach:

Date:

I. CPSEL Elements: Select at least one element from each CPSEL to demonstrate competency for
program completion.

CPSEL

Number of Element
(example 1B)

Description of
Evidence
(learning reflection)

Location of Evidence
in Portfolio
(phase one)

STANDARD 1: Shared vision of learning
STANDARD 2: Instructional leadership
STANDARD 3: Management and learning environment
STANDARD 4: Family and community engagement
STANDARD 5: Ethics and integrity
STANDARD 6: External context and policy

II. Digital Portfolio Contents: Place documents listed below in the digital portfolio within the Learning Management
System. Please place them in this order.

Phase One:
❑ Coaching Agreement
❑ Background and Work Context
❑ Supervisor’s Input Meeting
Phase Two:
❑ Coaching Experience Logs (at least two)
❑ Verification of coaching hours (minimum 40 hours)
❑ CPSEL self-assessment – initial and benchmark
❑ LLG with end of year 1 reflection
❑ Professional Learning Reflection (at least two)
❑ Professional Learning Log (minimum 20 hours)
Phase Three:
❑ End of year one digital portfolio – with leadership coach reflection on candidate’s progress, requires
signature from candidate, leadership coach, and program coordinator
❑ End of year one survey
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III. Exit Interview: Respond to the following three questions, using a separate paper when necessary
Of the six CPSELs that you documented in section I, which two elements did you select for exit presentation or
interview? Please provide examples and/or evidence of CPSEL knowledge, skills, behaviors, and/or dispositions for
each.

Reflecting on the entire two-year program, describe your leadership growth and impact

As you continue to grow as a leader, what are some short-term and long-term goals and what actions will you take
to achieve them.

IV.Signatures verifying program completion: Signatures indicate that the candidate has demonstrated to
the best of their ability competency in the CPSELs and has completed all the required components for a
Clear Administrative Services Credential.

_________________________________

__________________________________ _____________

_________________________________

__________________________________ _____________

_________________________________

__________________________________ _____________

Candidate, Printed Name

Coach, Printed Name

Program Director, Printed Name

Candidate Signature

Coach Signature

Program Director Signature

Date

Date

Date

All signatures are required prior to recommendation being made to CCTC.
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Appendix L: Digital Portfolio Rubric
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Appendix M: CCTC Information Sheet
The information on this form is required by CCTC in order to submit the recommendation
to clear your administrative credential. Please fill this form out and submit in person
during the exit presentation or interview.
Personal Information:

First Name

Middle Name

Last Name

Email Address (the email used in connection to CCTC)

Personal Cell Phone # (xxx-xxx-xxxx)

Social Security #: (xxx-xx-xxxx)

Date of Birth: (mm/dd/yyyy)

Professional Information:

Full Name of Supervisor

Supervisor’s email address

County of Employment

District / organization of employment

Preliminary Credential Numbers

Name of Credential: First Name

Expiration date:

Middle Name

Last Name

For use by ACOE only:
Recommendation made to CCTC on: ________/________/________
By: _______________________________ (print clearly)
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Appendix N: Verification of Two-Years of
Administrative Employment
Verification of TWO YEARS of administrative position must be completed by the
Human Resource Department at your district. The letter must be on district
letterhead.
To whom it may concern:

In addition to the requirements completed in an individualized induction plan, the
candidate must have verification of TWO years of successful experience in a full-time
administrative position in a California public school, nonpublic school, or private school
of equivalent status, while holding the Preliminary Administrative Service Credential.

The formal letter of verification of experience must be on district or employing agency
letterhead and signed by the superintendent, assistant superintendent, director of
personnel, or director of human resources. School or district personnel other than the
candidate must verify all experience.
The verification letter of two-year of experience may be returned directly to the candidate
or Alameda County Office of Education.

Thank you in advance for your support. Please contact our CACP director with any
questions you might have.

Regards,

Dr. Daisy Morales
CACP Director
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